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INTRODUCTION

e
This paper revtews four,inter-related qualities that are

essential for a -found covetency testing program:

1. Content validity: Do the tests measure meaningful and sig,

nificant competencies? Do they clearly describe students'A

status with respect to those-competencies?

2. Technical qualitAi; Are the test ttems technically sound,
reliable, sensitive to instruction, and feee from bcas?

3. Stantard setting. tcedures: Were reasonable procedures

toused establish inimum performative criteria? Are,the

cut-Off scores defensible?
,

4. Curricular validity: What is the relatidnship between the

\. competency tests, district curricula, and classroom thstruc-

tion? To what extent.are the test competencies reflected "in
4.

the instructional program? .1

These perspectives derive from commonly advanced ptinciplbs of

criterion-referenced test conitructign, in general, and of-competency

testing in particular. (See, for example, Berk, 1980( Hambleton,.

f
1979; CSE, 1979.) They also reflect a.particular view of what pur-

poses competency tests ought to serve and the nature of an optimal

assessment system. We make.these viewi explicit before moving to the
4

test reviews.

'We assume that competency tests ought'to assess studentsl'profi-

ciency with regard to clearly specified district vals and that the

results of such tests ought to be used to improve the quality of in-

structioh for students and to facilitate' student achieveMent. Test -

4

results can identify individual student needs, on the one hand and, in

the aggregate across students, tan be used to identify Areas where_,

schezl or district programming requires strengthening. Instructionsil

efforts can then be-targeted to areas of need, through taflued,reme-

dia, efforts and, thkugh more future oriented curriculum analysis and

1

improvemeht.
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The idea fs not that tests ought to drive district curricului and

instruction, nor that teachers, strictly speaking, ought to "'tach tb

the test." Rather; both testing and Instruction ought to reflect sig-
. k

.
niftcant, agreed upon districtopompetency go:als. Tests shguld teastire.

=

.important objectives, and classroom or other-Ichool instruction should

provide students an opportunity to attain those objectiyes, a vi P-

held by recent.court discussion in minimuM competency test lftig ti n.

(See Figure 1.)

District \

Compietency Tests

'Figure I

Minimum Competency. Test Model

District Competency
Goals and Objectives

ITest Results
pistrict, School

Individual

Di strlit, Instruc-

tional .Program

In tructional IMolications
A eas -for District/School

InTuci i

tional Effort.

dual RemediationInd
Needs

-Figure I displays a formative evaluafion model that systemati-
(

cal4 uses assessment infOrmation to support and facilitate program

vtmprovement. The test
o
reviews address the adequacy of the district's

r 4!

efforts for implementing such a mddel as well as the integrity of the

fests for assessing competency. In terms of the model, the content
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validity perspective looks at hpw well the district has defined compe-

tency golls and the extent to which the tests reflect those defini-

tions--the match between district objectives and test items. 'The

technical quality perspective examines the adequacy of tile test as a

sound measurement instrument--the goodness of the test itAelf.
411.

Standard setting procedures look at how the district has defined

acceptable performance--the standard Obr determining remediNl needs.
4 '

Finally, curricular'validity looks at how, well the district's instruc-
,

tión)l program reflects it's objectives and assessment effdrts--the .

match between tests and ihstruction. These perspectives1 of course,

are quite,inter-depervient;.for eiample, content/ validity, or any other

ind of validity, is *possible without adequate technical quality.

Each of the review criteria are more fully defined in the sec-
,

itions wiicP folow. We make ex.plicit those areas where there is little

_agreement among experts aod where there are problems in available

. methodologies; here, we offer our views of the best available

solutions.

/.

CONTENT VALIDITY

Scores on competency tests`are not ends in themInves; they are

of interest because they Andicate students' proficiency with regard

to particular skills and/or content areas--those deemed necessary for

competence. Content validity'asks Whether a test score is meaningful

in this sense: .whether the test measures what it claigis to measure.

To the extent that student scv:es are representative of competence,:

the tests are content valid. Such validity is not established statis-

tically, but riher is detionstrated by means of well documented,
-

rational, systematic, and logical judgments. The answers to several

questions are germane here:
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I. To what extent do the assessed skills cons itute competence?

O'or example, do the Wectives measured on the reading test

fairly represent.thosT needed for an,individuaP to be compe- .

tent?

2. Are the assessed skills adequately"desCribed? We can make

judgments pn how well a test measures particular tkills only

insofar as we are clear oh what the test is intended to mea-

.sure. A clear description ena6les item writers to Wite gpod

items, teachers to teach the skills that are described, and,

tells consumers of test results, including parents and stu-

dents; just what was tested; the test description thus gives

meaning to the test score. /

3. To what extent do the test items match their descriptions?

The test descriptions aboye.represent intentions lirconstrue

ting tests. Here we as15,-"Were the intentions carried out?"

If the test items are adequately described by the test de-

scription, then we have a good idea of what is tested; if .

not, then the items measure something else, and the test is

invalid. -

4. Does the'item sampling scheme fairly represent theagomain of

interest? Does the number of items included for edrh skill

reflart its importance relative to the total set of tested

skills? Number I above.asks whether the skills tested are 'a

reasonable definition in a particular area, e.g., reading.

Here we are interested in whether the fatal pool of items

represents skills in proportion to their importance for

competence.
-

We take each Of these content validity issues incturn, describe

procedures for optimizing conlent validity,;and suggestlactidns the

district may want.to take.

Do the Skills Tested)Constitute Competence?
.*

011
There certainly is.no sure and fast definition of competence.

The issue is fraught with philosophical and value judgments,'methodo-
.

d

4\

lo ical problems barring empirical validation and, notpsurprisingly,

%subject to icie interpretation. Despite these problems, however, d

commonly accepted approach to defirring competencies hasevolved. This

aPproaCh features the consensus of community and school personnel and

Subject area Specqlis,ts. :typically, a commiitee is charged-with ehe

t..
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ted cftizenry, and extant cti;-ricula ind textbookg. The mkt important o'

skill areas are identified, again based on the input of all interested

responsibility for generating a list orskills to be assessed based on

input from teachers, admihistrators, parents, students, other interes-
.

parties. Lastly, the final selection of test content is validated by,

surveying the opinions of teachers, parents, adminiftratOrs, students,)

subject area scholars,.and communitxAmembers about the,comprehensive-

4
nest, representativeness,, and relevance of the selected test content.

Are the Assgssbd Skills Adequately Described? *

Clear descriptions of tested skills'are essential for compOenty

testing' anakicgountability. Optimally, content, fozmat, response .

N
mode, and sampling for each skill are described thoroughly enough so

/ that

'on the testing side:

e

a. different test writers shoold produce equivalent test items

by following the instructions inherent in the description;

it is clear ther any test item, or set oflems, falls

wit'hiimpr out de the test domain (CSE, 1979);

on the instruction Side:

c. tAchers can provide instruction and equivalentspractice for°

the s domain;

it is clear whether or not instructional activities Ofrectly

addreiS the domains of interest;

and on the fairness side:

e. the test expectations are clear to all.

Seyeral.approaches,to test descriptions have been advanced.

,

Among.them are item forms, amplified objectives, domain
t 440,

specifications, And mapping sentences. Domain specifications,

,

%

V _s



(hfollowing themork of Popham, 197 .1980; and Baker, 1974, among

others) seem to provide an optima compromise betgeen practicality and

'technical sophistication. /

Following this approac

4

omain sPecifications are created for

each objective or.skill tested. The domain specification includes:

1. A leneral description, of the skill to 6e assessed, e.g., the

k
instructional objective.

2. A sample itip including directions for administration.

3. Content limits, i.e., a description of the content presented

to the students, and the orltical features of tte task to

, which studetits respond, including, e.g., eigible
1111

information, concepts and/or principleiWtructural
,

constraint9 (length, organization), and language constraints

(semantic ard linguistic complexity). *)

Response limits, i.e., the nature of the required response.

For Selected responie items rules for genirating correct and

incorrect alternatives are given; fo l.. constructed response
.

items, criteria are includedfor judging the adequacy of

,students'4responses.

*eral samPe dotain specifications aee provided in the appendix

as illustrations.

Do the Test Items Match Their Descriptions?

As noted above, the test descriptions portray a.test maker's

intentions. It is still necessary to verify that the'Intentions were

carried out, and at the test iterps really measure the skills they

purport.to Pleasure. While evfdence that the test items,were generated

from the detailed tett specifications is one step.toward such

S.
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verification, :independent confirm'atlon from qualified judges is also

-

highly desirable. This.confirmation process mi§ht alseexamine
N N.

<

whether there are extraneous factors,in the test items that detract'

from measurement validity--e.g., linguistic complex4ty, cultural bias,.
N. ,

.

-) votabulary level, uncleardirections, confusing format, etc.--and that
4

.may confound a student's ability, to demo9strate a-particular skill:

..Does the Item Sampling Scheme Proportionately Repre'sent the Domain of

Interest?

Thls last aspect of content.Validity Is a simple one, bat it is

frequently overlooked. When-judgments about a students obnilletency

are made on the basis of a-single test score,Jthen decili.Ons about the

number of items to intlude per skill objective should be based on the

reative importance of each objective; or alternatively student scores

shwld be.weighted accord' gly. For e*ample, if you"were to cons"truct

a twenty-itempt t Measu

would want to include fi

if two of the

ing ones, yo

g four objectilles of equal impdkance, you

items for eaCh objective. -Alternatively,

ged twice as important as the remain-

ocate your twenty items.differently,

e.g., seven fo ach phi e more important objectives and three each

.
-..()

.

.

for the remainder. Parenthetically, it should also be noted that the

.
,

. reliability of an Individual's score on 'a particular skfll is a direct

functijon of the number of items in the-skill objective. iiile no"

1
absolute minimum number of ifems can.be specified without knowing the,

difficulty and variation of test item performince, it has been recom-

mended that reasonably'accurate estimates of individual abilities are

obtained with 0 dozen or so items per skill objective.

46
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TECHNICAL QUALITY

<fr,

Authorities ifir the field agree that content ity and descrip-

tive rigor are essential for a good minimum competen y 'test. AHaiever,

there is less agreement on the need for empirical (data based) valida-

'
_

tion of tests. CSE maintains the positionkfat both types of validity

are inter-dependent !td that bOth are necessary to assure test inte-A -1
e..

y. Without empirical.validation, a test that appears to be con-

ceptually sound may giye'meas'ures that 'are not consistent, that arq

insensitive.to Students' competence letels, that are biased, and/or

tht measure unpitended skills and/or abilfties. Indices of technical

quality helrprevent such occurrentes by signalling potential problems

4n a number of areas:

1. Does the test provide
formance? °

--)

2. Is the test sensitive
differentiate between
who are not?

.consistezt estima es of:students per-,

to school learning? Do the test items

stydents who are competent and those

3. Does the test measure a coherent skill?

1

4. Are the tests free fromtliai, or do th7y seem to discriminate

against particultr subgroups?

Test statistics along cannot either Aiscredit or guarantee test vali-.
4

4:dity, but they are useful fOr fdentifying items or subscales that need

further scrlitini.
'

,

Does the Test,Provide Consistent Estimates of Student Performance?

--'74.test is consistent if the differenCe in a student's score on.

0-
two O'Ccasions is due tO a real change in achievement.

0If a student's,. 0,

scorAhanges as a result of poor directions,variations im testing

conditions, or Other'irrelevant factors, then the test's scores are

not consistent--an he test scorqs do not refleCt real learning or

achi evement.
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Test-retest reliability.add alternate forms reliability are two

indices of-test consistency that are particularly important for mini-

%

mum competency tests. Test-retest reliability indicates whether, in

,the absence of new learning, test scores,are consistent over time.

Th-at is, if a test is "given on two occasions, and no relevant instruc-

tiOn or learning occurs in the tnterim, then students' skill level's

and their test scores should be the same. If, under these conditions,

test scores vary substantially, then the test does not-provide a good

estimate of student skill proficiency.

Alternate forms reliability incAZates the extent to which two or

more forms of a test glve parallel information. If both proiide simi-

lar estimates of students' performance, this constitutes evi4nce that

both tests are consistent and measure the same skill--the skill they

are supposed to measure.

Test-retest reliabilit)ç, and alternate forms reliability are

indidis that developed out o classical, norm-referenced test methodo-

logies. In the context of minimum competency' testing and pass-fail

decisions, consistency needs to be demonstrated for pass-fAl judg-

ments: i.e., are pass or fail judgments consistent from.one test occa-

sion to the next, and/dr do two supposedly'equivalent test forms yield

consistent pass or.fail decisions? Although several methods have been

advanced for calculating these tvo reliability indices, proportion of

agreement seems the simplest and most straightforward computation..

A district may wish to administer its tests on two occasions,

e.g., in two or so weeks interval, and then compute the proportion of

agreement in pass-fail judgments, i.e., the proportion of students who

were similarly classified on both testing occasions.(either-pass-pass

1
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or fail-fail). Similarly, it would be useful to adeinister the "pre"

(fall) and "post" (spring) versions of stile test simultaneously to a

sample of students and determine the extent to which the two forms

yield consistent pass or faii decisions. The district may also wish

to examine the consistency of pass-fail judgments for the specific

coinpetencies measured by the test, particularly if the tests are

intended to function as diagnOstic tools.

While the reported meisurement quality ihdices presumably give

some indication of alternate forms reliability a district alts may.

4

wish to investigate test-retest reliability for the high school profl-

ciency tests.

Is the Test Sensittve to Learning and Competency?

Students' scores on a test may or may not reflect actual student

learning and may or may not accurately portray their competency with
\

respect to skills the test is intended to measure. H A test which does

provide such an accurate Portrayal is described as sensitive to the

(-
phenomenon of interest--sensitive to school-learned basic compe-

tency--and scores from such tests provtde a reasonable basis for

competency or non-sompetency judgments. Naturally, evidence of such

sensitivity is important for establishing test validity.

Two aspects of sensitivity are 4,ied above. First, are test

scores sensitive to what students learn in school and do they reflect

the positive effects of instruction? For example, do students who

have been instructed in the assessed skills outperform those who have

not been so instructed? While qualqK of instruction may affect the

answer, it is important to demonstrate that test content is teachable,

and that test scores indeed reflect school learning. Otherwise, the

4
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utility of.test iCores'for school or individual accountability is

negiigible.

. A second aspect of sensitivity focuses on test accuracy in dif-

ferentiating between masters and non-masters, or between those who are

"competent" and those who need additional remediation. For example,

do those vho are inOependently jwdged competent pass the test items

and those who are not so judged fail the items?

Similar item analyses can b nducted to.investigate both as,-
4

pects, althqugh there is not yet consensus . on how lo prove a test's

sensitivity. While acknowledging that all available techniques suffer..
,

from some technical problems, several easy to compute alternatives are

suggested below. These methcids identify items that appear to be

insensitive and that therefore need idditional revpw. This

additional review may uncover problems, e.g., ambiguous wording, poor
,., _

distractors, unfliMiliar'vocabul ry, poor construction. If such
ulf.

defects are discovered, items s ould berevised or diicarded.

Alternatively, closer inspection may not reveal any defect, in which

case no revision iviecessary. In other words, an item should not be
_ .

. .

rejeCted solely on the,basis oftan item statistic, but only when both

I

the empiric

\
analyses and substantive review indicate a problem.

_

tyro determ mm e whether the tests are sensitive to school learning,

the district may wishitb administer the same test at several grade

levels, and examine the extent to whfch students' scores improve with

instructional exposure. For:example, one would expect students'01
achievement to increase over time especi'ally from prior to post

instructional exposure. Pre:-to-post instruction growth is evidence

that a test item is sensitive to school learning. Most simply, the

5
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question is, do inttructed students in.high grades outperform those in

lower grades or do students' test scores increase from the beginning

to the end of the school year?

A parallel question addresses the issue of sensitivity to minimum

competency: do students who are clearly competent outperform students

who are clearly not competent? There ire problems in independently

identifying students who fall into each category, and many schemes

have been used, e.g., teacher judgments, tchool grades, other test

scores. However, demonUrating that test items and passing scores.

4

differentiate between the competent and the non-competent is. an impor-

tant-validity issue.

Sensitivity indices indicate the eitent to which test items

differentiate between criterion groups, between instructed and unin-

structed students, (either at different grade levels, or students at

the beginning rf the school year vefsus the same students at 'the end

a

of the year) and/or between masters (competents) and ndit-maiters (not

competents).

Several easy to calculate statistics are based on item difficul7

ty--the proportion of students who answer an item correctly:

.Item\difficulties are computed sepiNtely' for the two criterion

grouk and then compared to see whether there are differences in

the expected direction--e.g., the proportion of students who

answered an item correctly on the postest minus'the proportion

who answered it correctly on the pretest. One would expect con-

siderably higher item difficulty values for vie instructed or for

the "competent" groups.

Other, more sophisticated indices also have been developed, but

°these cannot be calculated efficiently without a computer program.

29....t4,e Tests Measure Coherent Skills?

Items on the competency tests are developedttu assess specific,



competencies, and tdeally there should be evt4ence that each,of these

competencies represents a coherent skill. Some believe that 1.1ch

coherence is demonstrated by measures of the extent to which all items

for a given skill function alike. For example, the more students'

scores on one test item are similar to their scores on the other items

measuring the same skill, the greater the coherence of the measure.

Such information can supplement and help confirm content validity

judgment'.
- . ,

In practice, howeNer, item coherence (or homogeneity) is often

unrealistic, because a variety of skills may define the content of an

instructional objective or competency': For example, a phonics compe-

tency might deal with a variety of categories of consonants (e.g.,

stops, lfquids, nasals), While student perfOrmance might be uniform

within each category, it would not necessarily be consistent across

categories.

A district may wish to examine item homogeneity and consistency

within subscales to signal possible aberrant itrns and/ory help

verify item-test description match. Factor analyses of competencies

including at least ten items and appraisal Of item difficulties within

subscales would also be useful so long as a full range oftabilities '

exists in the data be/hg analyze4.

Are the Tests Free from Bias?

A test is biased for 4 Nen group (e.g. a particular ethnic or

language group) of students if it does not permit them to demonstrate

their skills as c pletely as it permits other groups to dO so.,, and/or

6
taps different skill and/or abilities in different groups. Por obvi-

ous reasons, bias has been a contrOveriial issue in achievement test-
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ing. It is particularly significant in minimum competency testing

'411\ because of the pqtential conseqUences of such tests.

Bias can be apparept in a test in a number of wiys, including

oblous presentation-defects (e.g.', items that disparage some groups,

that depict solely majority customs or activities that are stereoty-
.

pic, etc.), linguistic.and semantic problems, and socio--.cultural and

contextual bias. A careful em review canininimize the more obvious

problebs, but such analy s,..61ould be supplementelrwith statistical

procedures for detecting bias.,

These,statis'ycar analyses are.derived.conceptually from the na-

ture of,an unbiased test: one that measures the same,pcill or abili7,

ty( and is equally reliable and sensitive for all Iroups. ,Evidence

that ihe patterns of performance are similar for all' groups is one way
-

.

to document that,a tett istvot biased. Demonstrating that.technical

quality indices are similar for a111 groups--e.g., consistency, doher-

ence, sensitivity--is additional evidence that a test is 'relatively

free of bias.

al

STANDARD SETTING PROCEDURES

There is no simple dnswer to the problem of setting reasonable
-

standards for competency tests. A variety, of methods for setting pas-

sing scores have been advanced?, but all have been criticized as at

least somewhat'arbitrary, because all require human judgment. But im-

,

perftction does not obviate the need fir decisions, and more reasoned

judgments tehd to produce morereasoned and defensible decisions.

Most recent approaches to.setting passing scores 'acknowledge the

need for multiple sources-oflinformation, and'conibne judgmental and

18.
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.empirical data. Many rvocate input in the judgme7t process from a

broad cross-seclion of constituents.'' Seyeral methods are'described

below,to.illuistrate the.range of availat3le-alternatives. /

Several principally judgmental methods require judges to examine

each item on a test and decide whether or not a minima:11y competent

'student.shoulebe able to answer the item correctly--or some vattiation'

of .such an individual item rating. Passing scores are then computed

by a;/eraging over judgestthe total.number of correct responses that a

minimally competent student should1 be able to provi'de. Most recent

. variants of this approach require the use of pilot-test data to help

assure that judges' ratings are realistic. For example, judges are

provided With item analyses from a/district pilot test to help them_

ascertain the difficulty of the item, and whether or not a minimally

competent person should be able.to correctly answer the item. An

iterative process of rater judgments, resultant passing standards, and

the normative implications ofithose passing standards (e..g., the

percentage of high school students.likely to fail) is then used to

4

arrive at a final decision. (See, for example, Jaeger, 1978.)

Another approach to setting standards asks, ratevs to make judg-

ments about mastery levels of students rather than about test items.

Judges (most likely feachers) identify.students as -"competent,"

"incompetent," or "borderline" with respect to the subject domain

'being tested. In.the "borderline group" metho , the students 'St iden-

tified are administered the test, and the median test score for this

grouR becomes the standard. Alternatively, in the.contrasting groups

methods, the test is administered to students who are identified as

clearly competent and to those who are identified as clearly incompe=
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1(

tent. Score distributiontlare plotted for the two roups, and the
4

.

point at.which,the two distributions intersect becoiies the first esti-

mate of the standard. This estimate can then be adjusted up or down

1

to minimize different types of 4.Cision errors, i.e. misclassifying a

cOmpetent stuilent as incompetent and vice versa.

This *latter consideration is an important one,-r gardless of the
4-

method used. Stwdents' test scores, at best, provide nly'estimates

of their competence. Indices such as /he standard err r of measure- .

ment provide some indication of the jklality of the estimate, and/or

the potential error incorporated into the test scores. Passing scores

9

should not be set without some consideration of measurement errors and

likely,classification errors.

CURRICULAR VALIDITY

When a local district sets competency standards, it is defining 14

the, components of an adequate educationiand is enjoining the respon-

sibility for providing such ao education. That competency tests

s-

I.

assess skills'and objectives that are actually,taught in school fs

essential to the logic and legality of any such program. If students

are not provided With the opportunity to learn'the test,content, and

if test content does not match what studehts are taught in classroom

then'the system is senseless and unfair, a view affirmed'in recent

U.S. court rulings in the Florida minimum competency litigation.

Curricular validity focuses attention on this very important

_

requirement of minfmum competency testing programs: does the_test mea-

sure skillt and objectives that are fully covered in the district cur-

riculuml Does classroom instruction afford students relevant practice
16

in the assessed skills? While these questions appear simple and

20
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straightforwarjd, a methddology for providing answers i only now

engrging, and a number of issues are yet to,be resolved. For example,

how do you doqument-cl4sroom instruction to demonstrate tudents

are actually exposed to the mdnimum competency objectives How

similar must instructional activities and test content be to count as

a reasonable match? How much instruction and practice in the assqssed

4,

skills is su4icient to fulfill district responsibilities?

Formal d'itempts to deal dilfctly with the problem of match have

developed along two
1

different lines: detailed curriculum analyses and

teacher-based estimations. Approaches to curriculum analyses have

gneraily in'Volved comparisons between curriculum scope and sequence

16.

. charts and test descriptions of coent covered. Typically these ana-
v. -

lyses have not included information on how much of the scope and
0

sequence was actually covered. They have also assumed that similar

content or topic labels mean the same thing,-t.g., inferential compre-

hension means the same thing to both the test developer and the curri-

tulum developer. I.
MOre recent work has started with a*detailed taxonomy of objec-

.

tives in a subject domain. Curricular and test coverage are then

mapped on this taxonomy and the ,Went of overlap is ascertained.

FolTowing this approach one would start with domain specifications, as

described earlier in this paper, and then examine test items and cur-

riculum materials to yerify that the specified Sk.ills were indeed

assessed by the test and included in the curriculum. Such an approach

yielbs more precise estimates of curricKlum coverage but is limited

in that it considers only the formal curriculum, not teacher presenta-

.'

tions, nor teacher generated instructional activities nor differing

21
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rates of actual curriculum Use. Having teachers indicate whetherstu7

dents in their .class We been exposed to the miniMum material neces-

.sary to pass each-ftem'has been'one response to the ;;-)i'em, but the

ci-

credibility of estimation in tbe context of minimum competency testing

is probably suspect.

Providing supplementary instruction and appropriate practice

materials for each objective covered_on the competency tests al-so in-
,

sures instructional opportunity for all,,and is clearly a necessity

fo'r remediation. Ideally these practice materials wouldrbe developed

\t/41the same specificatpns that guided test development, and/or

could be, selected from relevantportiops.of available rriculum
.

materials.

Clear articulation of competence across grade levels and a i-gi-

cal progression of skill development further supports students' oppor-

tunity to learn the assessed competencies. For eOmple, do the read-
^

Ing competencies.at grade five and grade seven includg.the necessarY

.prelequisites for the'required-high it-heol reading proficienCies?

The judgment of subject area experts might provide evidene of a

reasonable sequence of skills, and thus reasonable notite and oppor-

Je
tunity to learn.

4

A district ought to consider an analysis of the formal curriculum

--e.g., basic texts-lo determine whether and where each aessed com-

petency is covered. Supplementary exercises could be'deve ped or

located in other available materials to compensate for a gaps--and

to support remedial needs.

L-/
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Sample Domain Specifications.

4

Grade Level:- Grade 3

Subject:

Domain
Zescription:

Reading Comprehen ion

Students will .select from among written alternativesAhe
stated main idea of a given short paragraph. f

' Content ; 1.

2:

3.

4.

.DiStractor
Domain:

Formaf:

For each Item, student will be presented with a 4'-5 sen-

tence expository paragraph. Each paragraph will havea

stated main idea and 3-4 5upporting statements.

The main idea will be statedhin either the first'or the

last sentence of the paragraph. The main idea will

associate the subject of the paragraph (person, object,

adtion) with a general statement of action, or general

'descriptive statement. E.g., "Smoking is dangerps to

your health," "Kenny worked hard to become a doctor,"

"There are many kinds of seals."

g'apporting statements will give details, eXamples, pr

ev.idence supporting the main idea.

Paragraphs will be written at no higher than a third

grade reading level.
.

.
irStddnts will select an an,swer froM among four written

,alqrnatives. Each alternative will.be a complete

'senten e.

The correct answer will consist of a pariphrase of the r

stated main idea. Paraphrased sentences may be accom-

plished by employing, synonyms and/oe by changing the

word order.

DistraCtors will be constructed from the,following:

a. One distractor will be a paraphrase of one supporting

statement given in the 15aragraph (e.g., alternative

"a" in the sample item).

Tb. One - tvio distractors will be generalizations that

4 can beidrawn from two of the supporting statements,

but do not include the entire main idea (e.g., alter-

native "d" in the sample item). -

c. One distractor may be a statement about the subject

of the paragraph that is maore general than the main

idea (e.g., alternative "b" in the,sample item).

Each question will be multiple choice with four

possible responses.
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\..
QireCtions: Read each paraglAaph. Circle- the letter that tells .t &main

idea. .-

) , .
.

Sample it Indians had manji kinds of homes. Pla.ins Indi,ans lived,

Item: ,.:in tepees which were made from skins. The Hopi Indians usea

.*Ishes to make tound houses; called hogans. The Mohawks made

longhouses out of wood. Some NottheaSt Indians buil't smaller

wooden cabins.*

What is the main idea of this, story.?

a. Some Indians used skins: to make houses.

b. There we,re different Indian tribes.

rc. Indians buil t different types_ of .ghouses.

d. Indian houses ere made of wood.

4

2 6

P

ar

*



Grade Level: Grade 8

Subject:

Domain

Content
Limits:

Distractor
Domain:

-23-

Introduction to Algebra

Using basic operations and laws governing open sentences,

Description: solve equations with one unknown quantity.

1. Stimuli include a number sentence with one unknown

quantity, represented by a lower case letter in italiCs,

and,array of four solution lets or single answers, only

one of which is correct.

2. Number sentences may be statements,of, egualties or

inequalities.

3. The number sentences may require simplifying before

solving by combining like terms or carrying out

operations indicated (e.g., by parentheses).

4. Number sentences will have no more than five terms.

Fractions may be used but not decimal fractiOns and non-

decimal fractions in the same expression. Exponents

, (powers) may appear in the expression only if they can-

cel out and need not be solved or modified.

5. Solution sets for equations and inequalities will be

drawn from the set of rational numbers (+). The null

set (/) may be used as a correct solutia-set.

6. Factoring may be a requisite operation for solving the

equation. .

7. Application of the distributive property of multiplica-

tion and the use of reciprocal values may be requisite

operations for solving the equation. +et

1. Distractors may be dr.awn from the set of wrong answers

resulting from errors involving any one of the following

operations:

a. combining terms

b. transformations that produce equivalent equations
(e.g.,transferring terms using the principle of

reciprocalyalues)

c. distributing multiplication, with positive or
negative numbers (e.g., across parentheses) 4

d." carrying out basic operations using brackets or

parentheses

2. Distractors may also be drawn from the set of wrong

answers due to incomplete solution sets.

27
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3. Distractors may not reflect errors due to wild guessing,

calculations involving negative numbers, errors in basic

operations.

4. "None of the above" is not an accepatable alternative.

Format: Multiple choice; ffve alternative(

Directions: Solve the equation. Then select the correct answer or

solution set from the choices given.

Sample Item (see directions)

1. 8n + 2 = 2n + 38; n = ?

a) n = 3
*b) n = 6

c) n = 4

d) n = 5

e) n = 7.6

2. 16x < 32; x = ?

a) x = 48
*b) x = [0,1,2]
c) x = 2
d) x = /
e) x =

N.
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Grade Level: Grade 9

Subject: English Punctuation

Domain Correctly punctuating given paragraphs adapted from a

niZi.Tption: standard eighth grade text of a practicaYinformative nature.

Content The student will be presented with one paragraph in which all

Limitt: the correct punctuation marks have been omitted, except for

apostrophes in contractions (I'll), and possessives (acells),

dashes, and/semi-colons.

For each question, students will be asked to choose all the

correct punctuation marks which must be added in a gi-v-in sen-

tence to make it correct. Punctuation marks to be indenti-

fied and added may include:

Distractor
Domain':

&. periods at the end of a declarative or imperative sen-

tence, after an abbreviation or ai initial

b. question marks following an interr gative sentence

c. exclamation point after exclamatorfr sentences or

interjections
d. colon after the salutation in a business letter, or to

separate minutes and hours in expressions of time, and

to show that a series of things or events follows

e. -
quotation marks enclosing a quotation or a fragment of

it, enclosing the title of a story or poem which is part

of a larger book.

f. comma in a date or address; to set off such words as

ITETifr at the beginning of a sentencel to set off names

of persons or words (phrases) in apposition; to separate

words in a serfes, direct quotations, parallel adjec-

tives, parenthetical.phrases; after the salutation and

closing in a friendly letter; to separate a dependent

clause and independent clause in a complex sentence.

The alternate responses to the questions may include:

a. omission of punctuation mark(s) within a given sentence

which should be included, or

b. inclusion of a punctuationiark or marks not necessarY

or correct in the given sentpnce

9 .9



Directions:

Format:

Sample Item:

- 26 -

The directions will be given: nhoose the letter which

Contains all the necessary punctuation marks in the given

sentence which will make the sentence correct."

Each question will be multiple choice, with four possible

responses.

1. If she starts to sing I'll crack up 2. It is funny how

it hurts to hold back a laugh 3. I was sitting in the

auditorium at 10:00 am and we were having a singing rehearsal

for graduation 4. Sit up Get off those shoulders Think tall

Sing tall Sing like this said Ms Small 5. I knew that if she

was going to tweet like a bird again I would laugh 6. Butl

could not laugh because Ms Small would kick me out of the

auditorium and that meant Felson's office--and no graduation

7. La la la--sing children Sing with your hearts said Ms

Small 8. I couldn't hold it 9. She was so funny I almost

rolled.off the auditorium seat 10. The other students didn't

laugh but me I sounded like Santa Claus 11. It became quiet

f r a second ll. What are you doing Joe I know it is you

P esent yourself to Mr Felson at once that voice'said 13. Ms

S all is a foot shorter than a tall Coke but she has the bark

o a hungry hound dog

The first sentence should be written:

a. If she starts to sing again I'll crack up.

b. If she; starts to sing again, I'll crack up

* c. If she starts to sing again, I'll crack up.

d. If she starts, to sing again, I'll crack up.

.4
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